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Whispering gallery mode (WGM) optical resonator sensors are an extremely sensitive label-free

technology for detecting the binding of biomolecules in solution. To better understand the fast

transient response observed with these devices, we model mass transfer to spherical and toroidal

WGM sensors of identical outer radius. Finite element simulations predict a 3-10 fold higher

binding frequency for toroidal sensors. These results agree to within an order of magnitude with

experimental data from the literature and suggest a design strategy to improve the transient

response of a sensor by making the device small only in the dimension that governs boundary layer

development. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3669698]

Whispering-gallery mode (WGM) optical microcav-

ities1,2 are a promising label-free sensing technology that

may one day be the basis for high-sensitivity diagnostic and

analytical tools capable of detecting biomolecules in com-

plex biological fluids. Recent data demonstrating single-

molecule limits of detection3 have stimulated a debate4 over

the physical processes that enable such a sensitive response

when a biomolecule adsorbs to a WGM resonator and inter-

acts with the resonant light. The data published by Armani

and colleagues3 are extraordinary because of both their sen-

sitivity and the fast response observed, with the latter

exceeding the approximate binding rates obtained with mass

transfer calculations.5 The present work examines mass

transfer to non-planar, WGM sensors in flow cells, demon-

strating how fluid flow and resonator geometry affect the

transient sensor response.

The microscale size (i.e., outer diameter <100 lm) of

the WGM sensor, though useful for limiting the amount of

sample required, poses a challenge for sample delivery at

low concentrations: the overall analyte binding rate is limited

by the small surface area. Both the time to achieve a given

level of binding during an experiment and the amount of val-

uable sample required can be reduced by using convection.

Some WGM sensor embodiments, like the liquid-core opto-

fluidic ring resonator,6 have their own integrated flow sys-

tems. Microfluidic flow cells7 have also emerged as a

popular delivery system due to their small volumes and ease

of fabrication, but integration into WGM sensing systems

has, understandably, received limited attention in the face of

the pressing need for further characterization of basic device

performance.

To enable high sensitivity analysis, the flow system

must deliver the few analyte molecules in a dilute sample to

the sensor as efficiently as possible. The flux of material to

the surface of the sensor, jsurf, depends on the concentration

gradient evaluated at the surface through Fick’s Law, i.e.,

jsurf¼�D!cjsurf, where D is the diffusion coefficient. In a

quiescent fluid, the gradient scales as (cjsurf� c1)/‘s, where

‘s is the characteristic dimension of the sensor. Identifying ‘s

is obvious for a sphere which has a single dimension, but it

is more challenging for the toroid which has two. Flow can

limit the extent of the concentration gradient to a thin region

of thickness d at the surface of an object. This so-called

boundary layer increases the magnitude of the gradient that

drives diffusion of the analyte to the sensor and, thereby,

enhances the flux.

Squires and colleagues provide an excellent introduction

to boundary layer effects in planar sensor performance5 and

develop intuitive relationships between experimental flow

parameters and the transient response of those sensors. Their

analysis is framed in terms of the Péclet number, a dimen-

sionless group that describes the ratio of advective to diffu-

sive timescales, Pe ¼ Ud
D , where U is the inlet flow velocity

and d is the critical length scale of the flow obstacle (i.e.,

sensor diameter). Large values of Pe indicate that advection

is dominant and boundary layers are thin. The insights

gained in that study provide guidance for understanding the

parameters that govern the transient response of non-planar,

WGM sensors. The convenient planar, half-sphere, and half-

cylinder geometries have been considered elsewhere,8 but

ultra-high quality factor WGM sensors and other structures

supported on a pedestal have received less attention. For

example, previous methods are appropriate for nanowire

devices9 that sit on a surface, but they fail to capture the full

boundary layer development that occurs for 3-dimensional

objects, like the spherical or toroidal sensors, that are

removed from the slow-flow region near a substrate.

Mass transport to a small target in flow has been studied

extensively in the context of filtration,10 providing a starting

point in our effort to analyze flow effects on WGM sensor

performance. For our purposes, the biomolecules may be

treated as small (<5 nm diameter) particles undergoing both

advection and diffusion. Filtration has traditionally been

modeled by considering spheres and cylinders exposed to a

uniform upstream flow10 in an effort to estimate the effi-

ciency with which the filter element will remove particles

from the fluid stream. These studies have established how

boundary layers that develop around objects in flow play a

critical role in the particle capture process. Convection domi-

nates mass transport far from the object, but the “no slip”

boundary condition and the strong adsorption reaction cause

both the velocity and the concentration to fall sharply in thea)Electronic mail: flagan@caltech.edu.
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boundary layer, where diffusion dominates instead. A typical

concentration boundary layer is shown in Fig. 1 (inset) for

flow around a sphere.

Here we develop a full 3-dimensional model for both

spherical and toroidal microresonators using representative

dimensions inspired by experimental studies.3,11 Specifically,

we model a spherical resonator of radius rsphere¼ 42.5 lm

and toroidal resonator of major and minor radii ra¼ 40 lm

and ri¼ 2.5 lm, respectively, so that the two geometries

have equal outer radii. In the absence of convenient analyti-

cal expressions or approximations like those for the flow

fields surrounding spheres and cylinders, the most effective

method for solving the momentum balance and continuity

equations (i.e., the Navier Stokes equations) for laminar flow

around a toroid is to use numerical techniques. Here we use

COMSOL Multiphysics, a commercially available finite ele-

ment (FE) solver, to calculate the velocity and concentration

profiles as well as the flux of analyte at the reactor surface.

We assume that the fluid is water and that the inlet has a uni-

form flowrate (i.e., a flat velocity profile). The concentration

of analyte is taken to be 1 fM (10�15 M), and we assume that

the system is at steady state. We also assume that the surface

binding reaction by the analyte is instantaneous and irrevers-

ible, an assumption valid early in the transient measurement

when there is insignificant depletion of analyte in the bulk

and the vast majority of binding sites on the sensor surface

are unoccupied. As a matter of practice, we verified both that

the mesh elements used in the FE approximation were suffi-

ciently small to ensure that the mesh size did not impact the

accuracy of the calculation12 and that the overall geometry

dimensions were large enough that wall effects in the enclo-

sure did not influence the results.

To validate the results of our FE model, we examined

the flow around a single spherical resonator of outer radius

ra¼ 42.5 lm. Figure 1 shows that these calculations are

capable of reproducing the boundary layer depth d95 scaling

relationships predicted by Levich13 and elsewhere,5 where

d95 is determined by the distance from the surface of the

object at its most upstream point where the concentration

reaches 95% of the bulk value. Specifically, a small inlet

flow velocity, U, yields a boundary layer large compared to

the object that scales with the velocity as d95 � U�
1
2, but a

high inlet flow velocity produces a thinner boundary layer

that scales as d95 � U�
1
3. That these simulations exhibit the

predicted asymptotic behavior allows us to proceed with

confidence that our model captures the relevant physics.

WGM sensors only yield a signal when biomolecules

adsorb where the evanescent field is sufficiently strong,

which we take to be >10% of the peak mode intensity on the

resonator surface. The fraction of this surface, where sensing

occurs, was determined by mode simulations in spherical

and toroidal resonators that were performed using the meth-

ods presented by Oxborrow.14 Due to mode compression

imposed by the minor radius of the toroid, the effective area

for the toroids considered here is �50% of that for a sphere

of similar major radius.12 We calculate the mean time delay

between single-molecule binding events, s, by integrating

the flux over the entire sensing surface and inverting this

binding rate.

Despite the somewhat smaller available surface area for

interactions with bound material, our model predicts more fre-

quent binding events on a toroidal WGM biosensor than on a

spherical one with identical outer radius for all inlet flow

velocities studied (Fig. 2). The range of accessible flow rates is

bounded at low velocity by the ability of most syringe pumps

to provide steady, non-pulsatile flow and, at high velocity, by

the onset of the laminar-turbulent transition regime where the

present laminar-flow model is no longer applicable. The differ-

ent boundary layers that develop around the major and minor

diameters of the toroidal resonator lead to consistently shorter

response times than those for spheres. In the case of the toroid,

the small minor radius thins the boundary layer as does small

sphere size in the results shown in Fig. 3, enhancing the sur-

face flux over that for a sphere with the same outer radius. The

toroid experiences a higher binding rate because the increase

in analyte flux to the sensor far outweighs the decrease of

effective sensing area relative to a sphere.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Upstream boundary layer thickness d95 as a function

of inlet flow velocity for spheres of radius 42.5 lm (circles) and 2.5 lm

(squares) with predicted scaling laws at high (dash) and low (dot) flow ve-

locity limits. The inset graph depicts how d95 is determined.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Time between binding events, s, for 1 fM analyte

concentration solution introduced to toroidal (circles) and spherical

(squares) WGM sensors. (inset) s recast as a function of sensor Péclet

number.
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Toroidal WGM resonators reject many of the non-

azimuthal modes that spherical devices exhibit.15 It is now

clear that they offer an additional advantage over spherical

sensors because of their enhanced transient response. For

inlet flow velocities relevant to the experiments (U� 10�2m/s),

toroids yield 3–10 times more frequent binding events than

do spherical devices of similar size. This may explain, at

least in part, why single-molecule binding events have been

observed only with the former geometry to date.

In Fig. 4 we compare the model predictions for s at vari-

ous concentrations to single-molecule sensing data gathered

with a toroidal WGM sensor by Armani and colleagues.3

Our simulations of a toroidal device agree with these experi-

mental data to within an order of magnitude, while those for

a spherical sensor poorly describe these data (inset). Refine-

ment of the computational model may further reduce these

discrepancies. In particular, we leave for future work the

incorporation of the chip from which the toroids are fabri-

cated into the simulated geometry as well as a consideration

of equilibrium binding of analyte to the functionalized

device.

This study uses a finite element computational model to

investigate mass transfer to spherical and toroidal WGM op-

tical biosensors in flow. The thickness of boundary layers

that develop around these devices determine the flux of ana-

lyte to the surface and, consequently, the transient signal of

the sensor. Our simulations show that the minor diameter of

a toroidal device produces a thinner boundary layer than for

a sphere of identical outer radius, allowing the toroid to ex-

perience more frequent binding events. These results support

experimental observation in the literature3 and illuminate a

strategy which may be broadly applied to sensor design that

will result in a more rapid transient device response. Making

the sensor small only in the dimension that governs boundary

layer development simultaneously maximizes both surface

flux of analyte and the effective sensing area of the device.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Modeled results for s at a range of concentrations for

Interleukin-2 with U¼ 10�2 compared to experimental data published by

Armani et al., collected in buffer and bovine blood serum (see Ref. 3).

FIG. 3. The effect of sphere radius on d95 for varying inlet flow velocities,

calculated using the same model as in Fig. 1.
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